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Posthuman Publics 

Cocoroc. Cocoroc. In the beginning, long before Cocoroc was a town built upon Wadawurrung 
Country where the Western Treatment Plant now sits, cocoroc was ‘frog’. It is still frog. Also in the 
beginning, further north east of the Werribee River, the Cheetham Saltworks that are now reclaimed 
Wetlands were at first the salty marshlands of Boonwurrung Country. The landforms, waters and air-
sky of the Wadawurrung and Boonwurrung peoples and their multispecies kinship entities 
interconnect with the ecologies originally governed by the other Indigenous groups comprising the 
wider Kulin alliance. Bundjil (eagle-hawk) and Waarn (crow) are the two moieties of the Kulin 
Nation; together they coordinate the complex system of relationships and responsibilities that 
sustain the balanced life of this Country.  

Cocoroc. Cocoroc. As frog, cocoroc is a lifecycle and a song-sound that reaches a fever pitch of joyful 
lustiness when temperatures rise to usher in poorneet (tadpole season) during September and 
October.1 For Aboriginal Australians the movement of the stars across the night sky defines gentle 
shifts between six or seven seasons, which coincide with the life cycles of the plants and animals that 
flourish under those stars.2 For the people of the Kulin Nation, dry season morphs into the season of 
eel, then comes wombat, orchid, tadpole, flowering grass and kangaroo apple. Today more 
vulnerable and so potentially less enduring than the stars and the seasons, cocoroc nonetheless 
persists in the flow of life that is now the Cheetham wetlands but always-already remains 
Boonwurrung Country. Always was, always will be.  

Attuned to the seasonal fluctuations of life in the complex ecology that is Country, the authoritative 
laws of the sovereign groupings of the Kulin Nation properly govern human activity within this 
Indigenous cosmology, although these laws and this sovereignty continue unrecognised by the 
settler-colonial state. Fundamentally, Indigenous legal systems work to protect and preserve the 
ecological balance guaranteed by the classification of relational life according to moiety and totem. 
Unsurprisingly then, many wetland species have become vulnerable and endangered or have 
suffered extinction since the calamity of British invasion and the series of appropriations by which 
the Boonwurrung and Wadawurrung peoples were significantly dispossessed of their Country. 
Forced severance from traditional territories coincided with the disruption of Indigenous 
jurisprudence and an ages-old sovereign right – inherently coupled with a fundamental obligation - 
to manage the environment with custodial sensitivity, to protect its natural diversity and safeguard 
the flow and flourishing of its interconnected and mutually reliant lifeways. Current Indigenous 
political projects of Nation rebuilding through ‘speaking as Country’ aim to restore this sovereign 
governance capacity in the contemporary context of ongoing settler-colonisation.3 

With the imposition of a colonial capitalist economy, the Boonwurrung marshes became the 
industrial site of the Cheetham Salt Works. Cocoroc became ‘settled’ as a colonial town for 
processing waste (but cocoroc always-already continuing with being-frog). These changes in land-use 
transformed the role of human agency and the nature of human connectivity within the life-web of 

 
1 Calendar source: Museum Victoria. See also http://jofrench.com.au/2018/01/12/august-a-season-of-its-own/ 
2 See http://www.bom.gov.au/iwk/ 
3 See, for example, Steve Hemming, Daryle Rigney, Simone Bignall, Shaun Berg & Grant Rigney, 2019. 
‘Indigenous nation building for environmental futures: Murrundi flows through Ngarrindjeri country’, 
Australasian Journal of Environmental Management, 26:3, 216-235, DOI: 10.1080/14486563.2019.1651227; 
Stephen Cornell, 2015. ‘Processes of native nationhood: The Indigenous politics of self-government’, 
International Indigenous Policy Journal, 6(4).  
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this area, thus disturbing and altering the overall ecological character of this place. From the 1840s, 
human and industrial waste defiled the swamplands and waterways that Kulin custodians of Country 
had managed sensitively and sustainably for aeons. Natural flows altered drastically when a series of 
constructed saltpans designed for maximum extraction redirected marshy trickles; and the species 
diversity of plant and animal life shrank drastically as grassy woodlands were razed to clear space for 
industrial development. Riverbanks and waterfalls were blasted out to enable shipping operations as 
Aboriginal Country became the urban sprawl of Melbourne; consequently, fresh water became 
saline and toxic to the interconnected lifeforms and food chains it had long supported. When these 
environmental consequences began adversely affecting human life with the threat of disease and 
contaminated drinking supplies, the Western Treatment Plant established in the 1890s began to 
treat the human shit that flowed directly into the creek systems of the Yarra, Maribyrnong and 
Werribee Rivers, along with vast quantities of unmonitored industrial waste. As the population of 
Melbourne grew, a drainage system collected increasingly massive volumes of human detritus and 
channelled this slurry towards Cocoroc for processing. By the 1970s, 3,500 tonnes of nitrogen, 
phosphorus and silica poured into Port Phillip Bay each year, of which two thirds came from the 
Werribee Farm outlets.4  

This altered environment depicts the kinds of system fluctuation characterising ecological 
disturbances in the era of the Anthropocene, which references a humanist agency of planetary 
influence with a predominantly destructive effect on non-human life. How might such diminished 
and wildly perturbed systems recover their natural diversity and their equilibrium? After Chernobyl, 
after Fukushima: the evidence suggests that when humans exit the system - or when humans are 
driven from an environment by the inhospitable conditions they have created – depleted nonhuman 
life forms wend their way back to vibrancy. These natural systems are demonstrably resilient and 
need only for the destructive agency of human activity to cease; bizarrely, it appears toxic 
radioactivity is less harmful to life here than is human presence and enterprise.5 

Anthropocene conditions thus often seem to call for a misanthropic politics that marginalises human 
presence and impact upon the natural world. Yet, humankind is not always humanist and humanity 
is not an inevitably damaging force. In fact, the interconnected quality of existence across nature-
culture continuums implies that human society has always shaped the natural world, and has itself 
always been subject to natural powers. The character of this influence depends significantly upon 
the cultural quality of the connection a human society practices in its environmental codes of 
conduct and its attitudes to nonhuman entities. In Dark Emu, for example, Bruce Pascoe attests to 
Indigenous Australian arts of cultivation, aligned with a science of prudent governance and an ‘earth 
jurisprudence’ able to safeguard a trade economy of sustainable productivity for flourishing 
societies.6 Humanism is, then, a culturally particular philosophical perspective; it aligns with cultures 
that assume the reification of human organisation as a rational process of separation from natural or 
animal life, which becomes a mere instrument for human use and development. Humanism is 
associated culturally with the philosophy, geography and temporality of modern Western European 
expansionism emerging in tandem with the 17th century movement of liberal Enlightenment, which 
universalised a specific mode of public reason as the definitive marker of achievement for human 
civilisation progressing through the profitable development of capital. Humanism couples with 

 
4 See https://www.melbournewater.com.au/community-and-education/about-our-water/sewerage/western-
treatment-plant. 
55 www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2016/04/060418-chernobyl-wildlife-thirty-year-anniversary-science/  
6 Bruce Pascoe, 2014. Dark Emu, Black Seeds: Agriculture or Accident? Broome: Magabala Books. On ‘Earth 
jurisprudence’ see Peter Burdon, 2015. Earth Jurisprudence: Private Property and the Environment. Oxford and 
New York: Routledge. 
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colonialism as two mutually reinforcing processes that impose a universal value system, based on 
the biased template of civil perfection expressed in the defining properties of ‘Man’ as an 
autonomous, white European, individual agent fully in the power of his competitive instrumental 
rationality and unencumbered by the natural materiality of animal life. Colonial humanism flattens 
both natural and cultural diversity as it aspires towards this partisan anthropocentric perfection, at 
the same time denying the constitutive power and responsibility implied by ontological 
interdependence. If perverse fantasies of disconnected autonomy and the instrumental 
(de)valuation of natural diversity and of cultural differences each define the destructive operations 
of a colonial-humanist public enterprise, how might we visualise the alternative ethical life of a 
postcolonial and posthuman civility in a nature-culture continuum?  How should we depict the kind 
of will or agency required to institutionalise the practices of a ‘posthuman public’? What can 
posthumanist philosophy offer to scaffold a redemptive potential for Western thought, a 
‘posthuman knowledge’ able to guide these creative visions for life and sociality? 

Indigenous philosophies are a rich source of concepts for posthumanist comportment in the world. 
However, to resist reinforcing colonial-type engagements today, non-Indigenous people must take 
care to avoid mining and appropriating Indigenous traditions and rebadging them, ostensibly while 
learning from them. Decolonisation calls for a different response from non-Indigenous Australians: 
to trawl our migrant cultural frameworks for concepts and practices that align favourably with the 
ways of being, thinking, perceiving and acting within the world observed by First Nations peoples, 
the Aboriginal sovereigns of the Country that now supports us all. In fact, non-humanist elements 
have always been present within Western philosophy, certainly since the time of the European 
Enlightenment, providing fertile ground for the ethical development of posthumanist Continental 
philosophy. With Braidotti, we may find particular inspiration in the French philosophy of Gilles 
Deleuze. Drawing from Spinoza, Nietzsche and Bergson amongst others, he considers agency is not 
an individual or intentional phenomenon specific to human being; rather, ‘the true subject is the 
structure itself’.7 For Deleuze, then, ‘[s]tructuralism is not at all a form of thought that suppresses 
the subject, but one that breaks it up and distributes it systematically, that contests the identity of 
the subject, that dissipates it and makes it shift from place to place, an always nomad subject’.8 Of 
course, Braidotti’s original feminist elaboration of the qualities of this nomadic subjectivity has 
produced the edifice from which much contemporary posthumanism has built.9 

If the ecosystem of the Cheetham Wetlands is a living structure, and if ‘the true subject is the 
structure itself’, then how would we describe the non-humanist subjectivity of this watery 
environment? As individuals and as collectives, posthuman subjects are formative processes 
resulting in dynamic structures, affectively embedded within wider complex systems comprising 
intercultural, multispecies nature-culture continuums. Humanism defines human being by a set of 
properties essential to Man - his natural autonomy, rationality, competitiveness, possessive 
individualism, and so forth. By contrast, the character of posthumanist subjects arises from their 
material affects - their powers of affecting others and of being affected by others - and the type of 

 
7 Gilles Deleuze, 2004. ‘How do we recognise structuralism’, in Desert Islands and Other Texts 1953-1974, D 
Lapoujade (ed), M Taormina (trans), New York, Semiotext(e), p178. For an explanatory elaboration of 
Deleuzian structuralism in relation to colonialism and processes of ‘excolonisation’, see Simone Bignall, 2019. 
‘The Obscure Drama of the Political Idea: Postcolonial Negotiations, Deleuzian Structures and the Concept of 
Cooperation’, New Formations, 93: 101-121. 
8 Gilles Deleuze, ‘How do we recognise structuralism’, p.190. 
9 Rosi Braidotti, 1994. Nomadic Subjects: Embodiment and Sexual Difference in Contemporary Feminist Theory. 
New York: Columbia University Press. See also, for example, 2013, The Posthuman. London: Polity; 2019, 
Posthuman Knowledge, London: Polity. 
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assemblages they form when participating in the constitutive relations of power comprising an 
ecology of activity that includes nonhuman agencies. This provides a helpful framework for thinking 
about posthuman publics, the remediation of damaged landscapes and their potential for 
rehabilitation. The posthumanist task, then, is not to restore to a damaged system its ‘essential 
properties’, to recover its authentic or essential character; but rather to regenerate and secure 
beneficial conditions of affective engagement within the system, overall conducive to the flourishing 
of life. Since environments of diversity and complexity enhance affective potential, it makes sense 
that these are the enabling conditions we would wish to encourage. However, as colonial histories 
demonstrate so starkly, affections are not always mutually beneficial or welcome; they can bring 
sadness and harm, and may even result in complete destruction. Everything at stake in a complex 
system of affective assemblages hinges upon a sensitive ethics of communication and a just politics 
of association, through which the different elements comprising the system can coexist in an overall 
equilibrium without mutual threat of annihilation, or else can learn to combine successfully for 
mutual benefit. Deleuze writes of the systemic emergence of order: 

Something like a ‘difference operator’ is required, to relate difference to difference. This role 
is filled by what we will call an obscure precursor. A lightning bolt flashes between different 
intensities [as they come into contact], but it is preceded by an obscure precursor, invisible, 
imperceptible, which determines in advance the inverted path as in a negative relief, 
because this path is first the agent of communication between series of differences.10 

Perhaps we can think of humanism as an ‘obscure precursor’, a particular way of determining how 
differences will engage in human-actioned systems of relationship and their emergent orders; and 
we can think of posthumanism as an alternative precursor, guiding an alternative pathway for the 
conduct of encounters, relations, and organisations. Likewise, if the ideology of colonialism is a 
structuring precursor for communicating hierarchical relations of domination, social exclusion and 
the instrumental appropriation of Indigenous natural resources, then an alternative paradigm of 
‘excolonialism’ is needed as a orchestrating precursor for transformed relations and their novel 
institution in the structures of an ‘excolonial’ society.11 Conceived as an ‘exit from colonialism’, 
excolonialism breaks definitively with the affective conditions underwriting colonial engagements, 
and seeks to institute collaborative and consensual modes of interaction as the basis for a 
transformed political system, predicated on respectful communication between differences. 

In the foreboding context of our global ailments, characterising the era of the Anthropocene, 
posthuman subjects must find ways to orient and assemble appropriate constitutive forces for the 
systematic orchestration of life-affirming futures, materialised in alternative institutions of 
productive relationality. As Braidotti argues so persuasively in her series of recent works on the 
posthuman condition, ethical knowledge formation thus calls for a strategically selective response to 
the perfectly coincident possibilities of subjective exhaustion on the one hand, and the affirmative 
enhancement of networked complexity on the other; these sit together in parallel as twin vectors of 
advanced technology today. Anthropocene crises call for ‘new arts of living on a damaged planet’.12 
Such arts suggest against the simplistic removal of imperial humanity from the natural system where 

 
10 Gilles Deleuze, 2004. ‘The method of dramatisation’ in Desert Islands and Other Texts 1953-1974, D. 
Lapoujade (ed), M. Taormina (trans), New York: Semiotext(e), p.97 
11 The neologism ‘excolonial’ was initially defined and elaborated in Simone Bignall, 2014. ‘The Collaborative 
Struggle for Excolonialism’, Journal of Settler Colonial Studies, 4(4), pp340-356. 
12 Tsing, Bubant, Gan and Swanson (eds), 2017. Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet: Ghosts and Monsters of 
the Anthropocene. Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. See also Deborah Denowski and Eduardo 
Vivieros de Castro, 2016. The Ends of the Earth. R. Nunes (trans). London: Polity. 
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it is the cause of such extreme injury; rather, the damaged world requires from humanity a self-
conscious and responsible effort of ‘exit’ from the prevailing mode of systemic agency that 
materialises as ‘the structure itself’; and replacement with an alternative disposition towards 
affective assemblage. Exit colonialism, exit humanism: systemic transformation takes place through 
the effort to make a definitive break from the constituting forces of assemblage that dominate in a 
problematic structure, to create a dispositional pathway to the outside, enabling a line of flight to an 
alternative arrangement. As ‘the structure itself’, the subjectivity of the Cheetham wetlands was 
diminished and depleted through colonial settlement and industry, but today is evidently becoming 
revitalised as a haven for the various interdependent lifeforms this Country has always sustained. 
Cocoroc. Cocoroc. What are the constituting forces of the systemic subject-formation at work here 
today? How are various agencies sensitively orchestrating these constituting forces to revitalise this 
ecology, so that its ‘subjectivity’ is replenished and enriched? If we are to advance an ‘exit from 
colonialism’ in this region, what role should Indigenous governance play in authorising these 
agencies and directing these forces? What should be the role of the settler-colonial State in 
supporting First Nations, as they effectively rebuild and exercise their original political capacity for 
the control of sustainable ecological management that protects the wellbeing of Country?  

In this short reflective piece, I have suggested that a key task for philosophy after colonial humanism 
– something I see as a task necessarily shared by posthumanism, ‘excolonial’ philosophy and 
Indigenous critical theory - is to reinvigorate the non-humanist strains that are globally apparent 
within diverse traditions of thought. Following Braidotti, then: we are all in this together, but we are 
not One and the Same.13 Commonly motivated in resistance to an intolerable present shaped by 
colonial humanism, a shared impetus is to forge decolonial alliances between the divergent 
positionalities described by Continental feminist posthumanism and aboriginal traditions of non-
humanist knowledge and environmental governance. Such alliances reveal how non-humanist 
perspectives have always been available as conceptual resources for social formation, even when 
suppressed within the neoliberal, masculinist and capitalist trajectories of imperial Western 
modernity. Our collective responsibility is to affirm the contemporary significance and the 
inexhaustible constructive potential of these submerged perspectives; to use them critically as well 
as constructively; to reorient posthuman subjectivity and guide practical knowledge formation for 
the survival and flourishing of life in the contemporary posthuman condition. From diverse 
positionalities and varying perspectives, all of humanity faces a fundamental critical and ethical task 
addressed to the present moment: to attend with adequate ecological sensitivity to the multivalent 
potentialities that appear in the posthuman condition. Indeed, diverse possible futures have always 
posed multiple latencies for the civil progression of more-than-human publics, existing as virtual 
states awaiting incarnation and actualisation. Of course, these alternative possible becomings 
presented themselves to us historically in different conditions to those we now confront and which 
shape human responsibilities today, and it often seems today as if the dire climate projections that 
bear upon us delimit increasingly diminished possibilities for future existence. However, doesn’t this 
simply make the posthumanist objective ever more urgent?  

What, then, are key tasks for artistry in creating posthuman futures after colonial humanism? For 
this laboratory focussed on the remedial potential of the postindustrial activity repurposing the 
Cheetham Wetlands, it seems important to consider how the ‘constitutive anthropocentrism of 
exhibition spaces can be undermined’, and whether artists can create ‘a spectatorial model that 

 
13 Rosi Braidotti, 2019. Posthuman Knowledge. London: Polity 
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offers a different relationship with non-human entities’.14 How can a posthuman materialist 
aesthetics perform the role of a ‘difference operator’, to orient public life towards the affective 
qualities needed for a collaborative intercultural politics and a sustainable earth jurisprudence able 
to remediate Australian landscapes depleted through colonial humanism? 
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14 Vincenzo Di Rosa (2019) ‘Practiche della post-espsozione nell’Età dell'Asimmetria, per un'estetica dell'eerie’, 
Scenari, Mimesis, 11, 25-41. 


